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A place for crafting? 
Late Bronze Age metalworking in southern 
Scandinavia and the issue of workshops

Anna Sörman

Introduction
At the beginning of the 20th century, the first Bronze Age casting sites in southern 
Scandinavia were identified at the sites of Håg (Neergaard 1908), Broåsen (Sarauw 
& Alin 1923; Svensson 1940), and Skälby (Oldeberg 1960). Aside from their now 
iconic position in the Bronze Age research on this region, these early examples 
mark the beginning of the tradition to call metalworking sites in Bronze Age 
Scandinavia ‘workshops’ or ‘workshop sites’. The crafting done at such places 
has generally been linked to specialised, elite-motivated forms of production, in 
contrast to a more widespread household production (e.g. Oldeberg 1960; Jensen 
2002: 365). This model of interpretation, leaning on a conceptual division between 
craft organised at the household versus the supra-household level, has been used as 
a way to emphasise the scale and socio-political context of crafting (e.g. Brumfiel 
and Earle eds. 1987; Costin 1991, 2001: 296-301; Hayden 1998; Schortman and 
Urban 2004). Despite being applied on a regular basis in studies on Scandinavian 
Bronze Age metalworking, this distinction between ‘workshop production’ contra 
‘household production’ has rarely been defined. Rather, it has been assumed based 
on the study of finished artefacts. Following the lack of clarity and vague links to 
actual production sites, the model has left ample space for modern analogies and 
assumptions embedded in the terminology. As a result, ‘workshops’ have come to 
be seen as the industrial antitheses (large-scale, in discrete spaces, exclusive) of 
household crafts (small-scale, in domestic spaces, common), making the model 
for social organisation synonymous with its spatial organisation. This, in turn, has 
led researchers to infer spatial organisation from the social model, rather than the 
other way around.

In light of this situation, questions about the influence of terminology upon 
archaeologists’ expectations of Late Bronze Age metalworking and crafting sites 
need to be readdressed. What are the implications of describing ancient craft 
in terms of ‘workshops’? How well do places for specialised metalworking align 
with this definition, and is it realistic to look for bronze ‘smithies’ in this region? 
Furthermore, if not taking the form of specialists’ workshops (e.g. Tournavitou 
1988; Miller 2007; Brun 2016), how was elite-motivated metalworking actually 
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facilitated? This paper seeks answers to these questions by revisiting the concept 
of the ‘workshop’. It draws on theoretical discussions as well as concrete examples 
from casting sites hosting production of prestigious social commodities. By 
applying the concept of ‘heterarchy’, signifying social structure based on diverse 
power relations with varied and parallel sources of influence in society (Crumley 
1979; Levy 1995; DeMarrais 2013), it highlights the lateral social contexts within 
the spatial organisation of metalworking. Based on contextual studies of where 
bronze crafting of prestigious objects took place, it argues that Late Bronze Age 
metalworking in southern Scandinavia was staged in far more diverse settings than 
the traditional model suggests, resulting in an image that goes beyond the taken-
for-granted workshop-household divide. Based on the perspectives developed, 
the paper also seeks to showcase the benefits of pursuing detailed studies of the 
physical setup of crafting when trying to understand its social organisation, and 
to analyse how this knowledge, in turn, can revitalise and complicate existing 
analytical categories and models on Bronze Age metal working.

The organisation of specialised metalworking in southern 
Scandinavia
The important role of Bronze Age metalwork in practices of displaying and 
acquiring prestige has meant that metalworking has often been associated with 
notions of prestige and elite influence. Many forms of Bronze Age metalwork, 
especially weaponry, ritual paraphernalia, dress fittings, and personal and bodily 
adornments, have direct links to wealth and prestige, as is evident from their role 
in long-distance exchange, gift-giving, and religious performance, and as symbols 
of rank and identity. The control of requisition of raw materials and production of 
prestigious bronze objects – particularly weaponry – has long been interpreted as 
a key strategy for sustaining elite authority, and was one of the important factors 
behind growing social inequality and formation of chiefdom-like structures in the 
Early Bronze Age (Kristiansen 1987; Earle 1997; Earle and Kristiansen 2010). 
The metalworkers are thus often seen as central in underpinning political power 
through the production of high-status paraphernalia. These interpretations rest 
on anthropological theories emphasising elite exploitation of specialised craft 
production as a key factor in social evolution (Brumfiel and Earle eds. 1987). 
However, models implying an attached craft in chiefly workshops or hamlets have 
primarily been inferred from the objects, while metalworking evidence in the form 
of casting residues has rarely been consulted.

Hence, today it is widely acknowledged that community elites controlled the 
production of exclusive and technologically complex items, broadly defined as 
prestige goods. Linked to these ideas, studies of craft organisation have often 
aimed to identify local workshops and thus the political centres supporting them, 
by examining similarities in style and technological choices that were observed in 
the produced objects (Rønne 1986; Herner 1989; Kristiansen and Larsson 2005: 
35-37; Wrobel Nørgaard 2014). Such studies are based on classic art historical 
approaches in which a set of techniques or styles upheld by a master artisan or 
group of artisans are seen as forming specific ‘workshops’ or ‘schools’ (Heilmyer 
2004: 403). However, the nature, extent, and practical arrangements of this 
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control of production remain unclear and subject to debate (Wrang 1982; Levy 
1991; Weiler 1994; Stig Sørensen 2015).

The development through time of the Late Bronze Age is also unclear. Due to an 
increase in the number and types of bronzes, especially simpler tools such as axes, 
the specialised elite-driven production is usually implied to have been combined 
with a growing realm of widely dispersed household production by the Late Bronze 
Age (e.g. Jensen 2002). Some scholars have discussed its concentration to more 
‘central’ or ‘special’ settlements (Thrane 1993), or have pointed to a certain level 
of differentiation in metalworking within the settlement hierarchy (Levy 1991; 
Jantzen 2008), whereas others have more explicitly assumed ‘master workshops’ 
(Jensen 2002: 365). Lately, it has also been suggested that buildings identified 
as cult houses were important arenas for crafting (Goldhahn 2007; see also Levy 
1991; Kaul 1998: 44-45). As such, it has been argued that the characteristic 
crafting loci for specialised bronze-working would be secluded places at a certain 
distance away from everyday life, as the craft had esoteric and cosmological 
connotations (Goldhahn 2007: 211-13, 324). However, material evidence of its 
spatial organisation has not yet been sufficiently studied (Stig Sørensen 2015). 
This is particularly true for the Late Bronze Age, even though this is the period for 
which most archaeological crafting evidence has been identified.

Bronze Age workshops: a conceptual discussion

‘Apart from a few sites which have the character of workshops such as Broby, 
Broåsen, Haag, Hallunda, and Skälby, many Bronze Age settlements bear traces 
of a more household-like production.’ (Björhem & Säfvestad 1993:97, translated 
from Swedish by the author).

‘Workshop’ or ‘workshop site’ in Bronze Age research is primarily used to emphasise 
large-scale and more exclusive types of production, in contrast to smaller-scale 
household production. The meaning of the concept is, in other words, dependent 
on and defined by the dichotomy of domestic versus non-domestic. Consequently, 
it taps directly into the modern private-public divide and the industrial dichotomy 
between professional versus domestic forms of production. These sharp lines, 
inherent in the notion of ‘workshops’, easily activate a whole set of preconceptions 
on the nature of specialised production. These include gender-coded ideas about 
the division of labour by emphasising the professional sphere as an arena tied 
to active male ritual, political and public activities and the home as the passive 
female domain (Nelson 1997: 55; Brück 1999: 60-61). If archaeologists are to 
avoid replicating or uncritically projecting the characteristics of modern, industrial 
forms of production into the past, it is important to acknowledge these associations 
when approaching ancient crafting sites as workshops.

Besides playing on preconceptions about the social organisation of metalworking, 
the ‘workshop’ concept also guides how we view the concrete spatial organisation of 
the craft. When referring to physical crafting places in the archaeological record, 
the term ‘workshop’ is often used literally, as a neutral synonym for ‘crafting place’ 
(e.g. Bertilsson 1986: 111), or to signal the loci of more large-scale or specialised 
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production (e.g. Björhem and Säfvestad 1993: 97). Used in this way, the meaning 
of the word corresponds to its modern definition, which the Oxford English 
Dictionary states as follows: “a room or building in which goods are manufactured 
or repaired”. While this may seem like a rather open and unproblematic definition 
at the outset, looking at it more closely reveals its particular meanings and its 
cultural legacy, anchored in historical chief- or kingdoms as well as contemporary 
analogies in Western culture, such as artists’ studios and village smithies (Figure 1). 
The following discussion, based on observations in archaeological literature and 
on the characteristics of contemporary and historic workshops, is an attempt to 
unpack some of its effects on archaeological thinking.

The preconceptions arising out of the use of the term ‘workshop’ can be 
articulated in three main points. A workshop, foundry or bronze smithy tends to 
be seen as:

• A place that is permanent and repeatedly used for crafting
• A place that hosts all stages of the manufacturing process
• A place that is customised for and used exclusively for crafting

First, the two central characteristics of workshops, as defined by permanence 
and repetition, have had a particularly strong influence on archaeological 
expectations of the organisation of metalworking sites. Permanent and clearly 
designated areas, with considerable amounts of debris from repeated use, are 
often considered the ideal crafting places to be identified during excavations. 

Figure 1: The village 
smithy is one of the historic 
analogies influencing 
archaeological expectations 
of ancient workshops. 
Interior of 20th century 
smithy in Fröstorp, 
Tibro, Sweden. (Photo: A. 
Sörman).
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Interestingly, similar expectations arise from the concept of ‘crucible furnace’. This 
term refers to simple pit furnaces with or without superstructure as described from 
Israeli examples by Tylecote (1992: 21), sometimes suggested to have been used 
in the bronze metallurgy of southern Scandinavia (Jaanusson and Vahlne 1975b: 
13, 58-86; Serning 1987: 19-22; for critique see Hjärthner-Holdar 1993: 97). 
The concept of ‘crucible furnace’ also carries notions of a permanent and repeatedly 
used metallurgical structure. Such structures are preferably seen as established at 
permanent crafting places, like workshops. Although it has often been claimed 
that metallurgical furnaces were used in Scandinavian Bronze Age metalworking 
contexts (e.g. Vahlne 1989; Goldhahn 2007), some of the structures interpreted as 
such could perhaps be better described as well-isolated hearth pits. Furthermore, 
as argued and demonstrated in research focussed on the technical aspects of 
metalworking, bronze melting was also accomplished in regular hearths simply 
with the aid of bellows (Tylecote 1992: 21; Hjärthner-Holdar 1993: 97; see also 
Frölund and Schütz 2006: 243). The general sintering pattern on the rim and 
upper sides of the low, open crucibles from the Bronze Age suggests that the metal 
was indeed heated through draft applied directly from above in an open hearth 
structure (Eriksson 2003: 145; Eklöv Pettersson 2011: 23-25).

Second, workshops tend to be thought of as workplaces in which all or most 
parts of the manufacturing process were carried out. As indicated previously, this 
also creates a simplified, ideal image of the workshop as a space neatly organised 
around one single craft, whereas cross-crafting tendencies are common even 
within one type of manufacturing, as a single type of manufacturing often involves 
several material chaînes opèratoires (e.g. Brysbaert 2014). This easily leads to the 
assumption that all steps in the production, from the preparation of moulds to 
laying the finishing touch on crafted objects, took place within such a workshop. 
Sometimes this includes the assumption that all stages of manufacturing were also 
carried out within a coherent time frame. Such a scenario might be difficult to 
prove or disprove, considering that the contextualised mapping of the full châine 
opératoire is often hindered by the fact that many process stages leave few or no 
archeologically detectable traces (Brysbaert and Vetters 2010: 27). Either way, 
by starting from these presumptions, archaeologists run the risk of overlooking 
situations where different stages of the production were conducted in separate 
spatial contexts. Hence, there is always reason to be cautious when making 
inferences about complete technological processes based on the traces of one 
manufacturing stage, such as residue from casting only.

Finally, workshops are often thought of as places customised for and used more 
or less exclusively for craft activity. This assumption raises problems, as it can affect 
the openness towards other contemporary practices in the same environment. 
Practices and events carried out in parallel or in relation to the metalworking 
craft might prove to be crucial for the understanding of production in its social 
context. If other activities are, therefore, a priori seen as secondary to the craft, 
their relatedness might pass unnoticed and their importance underestimated. The 
notion of an exclusive crafting place defined by its metalwork essentially leads us 
to think of the craft as spatially and conceptually separated from other spheres of 
life. As I demonstrate, the expectations on finding ’pure’ crafting places defined by 
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their craft activity may be enhanced by this understanding of the notion, which in 
turn might obstruct or even exclude the identification of crafting places which do 
not conform to these characteristics. More embedded forms of craft organisation 
might be noticed, but the assumptions will prevail through the terminology.

Hereby I do not suggest that Bronze Age scholars and excavating archaeologists 
have been blindly searching for workshops. Nor has my purpose been to exaggerate 
the importance of the term by suggesting that it is the only label used for 
crafting sites. Nevertheless, since it is used repeatedly in relation to specialised 
metalworking, it will continue to influence the expectations and assumptions 
surrounding the spatial organisation of crafting in Bronze Age Scandinavia. Even 
in the cases where the term is just meant to be a neutral synonym, it continues to 
affect the way we perceive the events, processes, and people that have interacted 
with the objects. If terms like ‘workshop’, ‘workshop site’ or ‘bronze smithy’ are 
applied uncritically, a certain model – coloured by analogies and characteristics 
from specific forms of production – will foreshadow our interpretations. In the 
long run, this can result in observations being fitted into ready-made categories, 
rather than testing whether or not the craft was organised accordingly. Although 
‘workshop production’ has proven to be a useful conceptualisation in the study of 
many ancient societies, for example in the aristocratic settings of the Migration 
period in Scandinavia, where production was sometimes spatially organised in 
proper workshops corresponding to the characteristics listed above (Hjärthner-
Holdar 2012; Lamm 2012), it conceals more than it reveals in the context of Late 
Bronze Age metalworking.

From workshops to crafting loci: arenas of specialised 
metalworking in the Late Bronze Age of south-eastern 
Sweden
The number of Bronze Age sites with evidence of metalworking has multiplied 
over the past few decades, due to the expansion of development-led archaeology. 
This growing body of material provides increasing opportunities to study the 
artefact production in its actual contexts, but has so far been used only rarely as 
a potential avenue for enquiries into craft organisation. By raising examples from 
this material the following discussion will highlight a number of Late Bronze Age 
production contexts from south-eastern Sweden (Figure 2) in relation to the idea of 
workshops and distinct crafting places. These are included in a wider comparative 
study of metalworking contexts in the region forming part of my ongoing PhD 
project exploring the organisation of bronze crafting in Late Bronze Age society. 
As these examples illustrate, there are important discrepancies between the spatial 
organisation generally assumed through our terminology and the actual contexts 
studied for this period.

Hallunda: the perfect workshop?
A natural starting point for discussing Bronze Age metal workshops in southern 
Scandinavia is the archaeological site of Hallunda in the suburbs of modern 
Stockholm, which, since its discovery in the 1960s, has been particularly influential 
for models of Bronze Age casting sites (Jaanusson 1971; Jaanusson and Vahlne 
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1975a; Jaanusson and Vahlne 1975b; Jaanusson et al. 1978). The intensive and 
continuous Late Bronze Age activity in Hallunda included remains of post-built 
houses, stone settings with graves, mounds of fire-cracked stones, terraces, hearths, 
pits, scattered cup-marks, and extensive cultural layers. Initial dating indicated Late 
Bronze Age period IV to period VI (c. 1100-500 BC) for these contexts. However, 
more recent calibrations now suggest a main timespan from the Bronze Age period 
III to the early Pre-Roman Iron Age (c. 1300 BC – 200 BC) (Östling et al. 2008: 
43). Hallunda was interpreted as a regionally important settlement, with large-
scale bronze artefact production supplying its hinterlands as well as testifying to its 
involvement in trade (Jaanusson 1981: 30; Vahlne 1989). The complex has later 
also been reconsidered as a grave and settlement complex with extensive activity 
areas for gatherings and cult activities (Carlsson 2001: 51; Thedéen 2004: 126; 
Sörman ms). Indications of bronze-working were found at several parts of the site 
(Figure 3); however, the concentration of casting debris by remains of a building 
on top of a distinct hillock came to be regarded as a bona fide bronze casting 
workshop: ‘A concentration of finds and remains of metalworking has been found 
there, which can be exclusively regarded as a proper workshop for bronze craftsmanship’ 
(Vahlne 1989: 108; Figure 5).

The area with the supposed workshop context was broadly dated to the end 
of Early Bronze Age to the Late Bronze Age 1200-500  BC, through associated 
finds and 14C-datings (Jaanusson and Vahlne 1975b: 32-35; Jaanusson 1981: 
24). Charcoal from two hearth pits or ‘furnaces’ located inside this building were 

Figure 2: Map of southern Sweden indicating the main sites discussed in the text. 
(Illustration: Anna Sörman).
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dated to 2570±100 BP (St-3590) and 2735±115 BP (St-4032) (Jaanusson 1981: 
Table  5), corresponding to 898-412 and 1228-550 cal  BC (OxCal 4.2; Bronk 
Ramsey 2009; Reimer et al. 2013). Looking closer at the interpretation of this 
building demonstrates the typical characteristics assigned to the ‘workshop’ 
concept. First, the accumulation of casting debris together with solid stone- or clay-
lined hearth pits, interpreted as metallurgical furnaces, both within and adjacent 
to the building was taken to indicate a permanent, repeatedly used, crafting site. 
Finds of mould fragments with preserved casting cavities revealed that socketed axe 
heads, spear heads, swords, and neck rings had been manufactured within this area 
(Vahlne 1974; Figure 4). As the construction of the building differed from that of 
contemporary long houses, it was interpreted as a workshop building with “open 
architecture” appropriate for the fire-prone activities inside (Jaanusson and Vahlne 
1975b: 13). Generic Bronze Age stone tools found there, such as hammer stones 
and polishing stones, were understood to be used for finishing work of the artefacts 
(Vahnle 1974: 15). Finds of bronze fragments and rods indicated possible raw 
materials and preparations for the melting. Not mentioned in the interpretation, 
other finds in the surrounding cultural layers included flint objects, animal bones, 
and fragmented pottery, mainly of finer wares. Finally, the graves and stone 
settings that surrounded the building were seen as unrelated, belonging to a later 
chronological horizon. Thus, the Hallunda workshop met the expectation of a 
specialised site hosting the full technological process: defined by and customised 
for the metalworking activities.

Recently, a quite different picture of the Hallunda ‘workshop’ has emerged 
following the re-interpretation presented by Joakim Goldhahn (2007: Ch. 9). In 
his essay, Goldhahn sets out to explore the evidence of ritual specialists in Bronze 
Age Scandinavia, which includes a re-examination of several bronze casting sites 
in Sweden discussing the social context of crafting, cross-crafting and the role 
of the smith. Goldhahn convincingly argues that the Hallunda’s “workshop” 
context shows many similarities to Scandinavian Bronze Age cult houses, which 
are generally found in association to graves. He also emphasises the spatially 
intertwined and contemporary relation between the workshop context and several 
surrounding graves on the hillock. Casting of bronze objects in Hallunda is thus 
seen as one of several ritual activities in the arena of the cult house, along with 
ancestral ceremonies, human cremations, and transformation rituals, including 
metalworking as well as specialised ceramic production (inferred from the high-
quality ceramics). Hallunda is included within a wider argument characterising 
specialised bronze-working as an esoteric practice, mainly performed in ritualised 
and secluded settings (Goldhahn 2007). However, despite many new and eye-
opening observations, working beyond industrial prejudices and across traditional 
analytical categories, Goldhahn and others continue to use the term ‘workshop’ for 
Hallunda and similar Bronze Age sites. This terminology stands as an obstacle for 
acknowledging the special nature of Late Bronze Age crafting.

A large number of sites similar to Hallunda, with corresponding locations, 
comparable types of buildings, and residues of similar practices, have recently been 
excavated in the Mälar region (e.g. Strucke and Holback 2006; Eriksson and Östling 
2005; Artursson et al. eds. 2011; see Sörman ms for details on the reconsideration 
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Figure 3: Overview of excavated areas of the Hallunda complex with distribution of bronze 
casting debris and circle indicating the ‘workshop area’. The excavation covered 3,000 m2 of an 
estimated total of 20,000 m2. (Illustration reworked after Jaanusson [1980 fig. 14]).

Figure 4: Collage of finds and features from the Hallunda ‘workshop’: (1) a stone-lined hearth 
pit interpreted as ‘metallurgical furnace’, (2) hammer stones, (3) a ceramic crucible, (4) 
casting sprues, and (5) whetstone. (Drawings: Bengt Händel).
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of the Hallunda remains in light of new evidence). These sites have strengthened 
the observed link between cult house environments and bronze-working, but have 
also demonstrated the variation within the ‘cult house’ phenomenon. One example 
that shares several characteristics with the Hallunda cult house1 is the recently 
excavated Bronze Age settlement of Ryssgärdet. Here, two hillocks beside an 
extensive Bronze Age settlement hosted cult house buildings surrounded by traces 
of intense and long-term use, including handling of human remains and bronze 
casting, as well as residues of feasting and ritual drinking, inferred from the high-
quality ceramics and vessel types (Eriksson and Östling 2005; Eriksson 2008). The 
presence of such high-quality ceramics and a high proportion of fine table ware in 
Hallunda should perhaps, in light of the Ryssgärdet observations, be interpreted 
as waste from drinking and feasting rather than, as proposed by Goldhahn, from 
ceramic production per se. While high-quality pottery was indeed produced 
and circulated at the site, the crafting loci for ceramics remain archaeologically 
unknown.

Although these locations repeatedly hosted metalworking, it is important to 
stress that crafting events here were embedded in an environment accommodating 
a variety of other activities that were integrated in what was clearly a wider 

1 Drawing on the findings from Ryssgärdet a different interpretation of the layout of the cult house 
building in Hallunda will be presented by the author. For reasons of space this is not put forward 
here; instead see forthcoming PhD thesis (Sörman, ms).

Figure 5: Plan of the Hallunda ‘workshop’ showing the distribution of metalworking debris 
and the schematic representations of the artefact types cast in the identifiable moulds. 
(Illustration: Anna Sörman. Reworked after Vahlne [1989 fig. 2] and [1974: 16]).
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ceremonial arena. The craft activity should thus not be seen as the defining 
practice at these sites, but as a series of practices in a larger ceremonial context. 
Hence, even though Hallunda and similar types of places are the most workshop-
like environments evident from this period, they were still not characteristic 
‘workshops’, as discussed above in the three-tiered definition. To continuously use 
this concept will inevitably fail to include crucial aspects of craft production in 
the Late Bronze Age, its integration in contexts with other non-craft practices and 
the lack of customised space, as well as the potential that casting was staged under 
different conditions than preparatory and finishing work.

Bronze casting in the Late Bronze Age long house
Further perspectives on this issue can be gained from the under-studied question 
of where and how people in the Late Bronze Age organised metalworking within 
their settlements. ‘Settlement’ is a wide term, here used specifically to refer to 
the immediate dwelling area. The fact that bronze casting is a common feature of 
Late Bronze Age hamlets has become widely acknowledged as a result of extensive 
contract archaeology in southern Sweden conducted during the last decade. 
That material has, so far, rarely been interpreted in more detailed studies of craft 
organisation. The limited engagement with these data is perhaps due to the low 
contextual and chronological resolution generally characterising Bronze Age 
settlement material. Another reason might also be that these contexts often fail to 
meet expectations about the nature of crafting places. Settlements without distinct 
casting places tend to be left largely un-investigated, either assumed to represent 
small-scale household production based on few finds (e.g. Eklöf 1999), or (if more 
finds) glossed over as a central production site (e.g. Thrane 1993). Either way, the 
internal organisation and meaning of the metalworking are left unexplored.

These points are illustrated by the settlement of Apalle in the province of 
Uppland, about 50 km northwest of Stockholm. This site is known as the hitherto 
best-preserved Bronze Age settlement excavated in Sweden, covering an area of at 
least 19,000 m2. The settlement was located on a gently south-sloping field, and 
spanned chronologically from the end of the Neolithic to the mid-Iron Age, with 
a main settlement phase during the Bronze Age (Ullén 2003). Within this large, 
dispersed hamlet or village, about 80 prehistoric buildings were identified. Many 
of these were spectacularly well preserved, including floor-layers and other internal 
features, allowing for detailed studies of the spatial organisation in longhouses 
over time (Ullén 1994). The surrounding area featured pits, cooking pits, hearths, 
wells, fences and a few mounds and accumulations of fire-split stones and 
massive cultural layers with a well-preserved stratigraphy. The finds accumulated 
on the settlement included many tonnes of animal bones, fragmented ceramics 
and various bone, stone and bronze artefacts. Indications of metalworking in 
the form of casting debris was mainly found in stratigraphic layers 1-4, roughly 
corresponding to settlement phases spanning from Bronze Age period III to period 
VI (c. 1300-500 BC). The total included 365 fragments of ceramic moulds and 
144 crucible shards.
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A majority of the metalworking residue in Apalle consists of stray finds from 
cultural layers. However, a few finds have more direct contextual links to specific 
buildings. This includes casting debris found in longhouses and in one oval-shaped 
building. This structure (building 33) has tentatively been suggested to be the 
main metalworking arena at Apalle, due to a general clustering of metalworking 
debris at this part of the site (Ullén 2003). Goldhahn follows this line, interpreting 
the oval structure as an enclosure, and pointing to it as one of several indications 
of how bronze crafting was mainly secluded from actual dwelling areas (Goldhahn 
2007: 212-13). However, taking a more detailed look at the distribution of the 
material evidence, we see a far more complex and varied picture in Late Bronze Age 
metalworking in the settlement of Apalle.

The metalworking residue has an extensive and varied spatial distribution over 
the site. Its presence in cultural layers, waste pits, waste dumps, and in some cases 
buildings indicates structured depositional practices. The debris cannot be said 
to be exclusively or clearly accumulated in relation to a particular crafting area or 
building over long periods of time, as would a permanent workshop signal. Rather, 
the pattern is indicative of craft production not restricted to a specialised metalwork 
context, but occurring in various contexts over time within the community. The 
evidence tied to buildings is sparse, but as we shall see, these cases are parts of a 
wider and so far neglected pattern in the material, indicating that residential long 
houses were an important arena for Late Bronze Age metalworking. In one of 
the longhouses (building 26) with 14C-datings ranging from 1386-1005 cal  BC 
(Ua 8384) to 895-550 cal  BC (Ua 8487) (Ullén 2003: 68; OxCal 4.2; Bronk 
Ramsey 2009; Reimer et al. 2013), and belonging to layer type 1 translating to 
settlement phase 5 of Bronze Age period V-VI (Ullén 2003: 41-42), fragments of a 
casting mould for a neck ring were found in the clay-lined hearth inside one of the 
rooms. Another indication can be found in a longhouse (building 31) belonging 
to layer type 2 of an earlier settlement phase, roughly corresponding to period 
III-IV as indicated by a 14C-date of charcoals from the hearth dated to 1411-979 
cal BC (Beta 32762) (Ullén 2003:63; OxCal 4.2; Bronk Ramsey 2009; Reimer et 
al. 2013). Here, two clay mould fragments were found, possibly intended for the 
production of a belt dome, a conspicuous decorative item associated with special 
female costume. While the specific role and function of these particular longhouses 
within the village cannot be further determined, it is clear that their context and 
setting, along with the surrounding activities, signal considerable differences 
from the cult houses discussed earlier. Hence, these finds can be seen as strong 
indications of casting in the residential area. Contrary to the simple implements 
commonly associated with domestic production in the household (Oldeberg 1960; 
Goldhahn 2007: 323; Nilsson 2011), the casting in these longhouses indicates the 
production of complex and prestigious items.

As Bronze Age settlements often suffer plough-damage and poor preservation 
levels, only few other indications of metalworking in Late Bronze Age longhouses 
are so far known. A similar case in the same region was found during a rescue 
excavation of a Bronze Age – Iron Age settlement by Skuttunge church 2006 
(Seiler and Östling 2008). The excavation covered 10,000 m2 of a much larger 
settlement area including activity from the end of the Neolithic to the Late Iron 
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Age, located in a gently south-sloping field. Inside a three-aisled Bronze Age 
longhouse (building  5), a handful of ceramic mould fragments were found in 
preserved parts of the floor-layer (Figure 6). One of these was probably used for 
the production of a spectacle fibula, an object type chiefly dating to the Late 
Bronze Age (Seiler and Östling 2008: 39). The dating of the house unfortunately 
remains uncertain due to conflicting dating from finds and house typology versus 
14C-analysis. However, especially considering the mould find, a Late Bronze Age 
date seems most probable. Interestingly, a similar find is also known from Tallboda, 
further south along the Swedish east coast. Just next to a three-aisled Late Bronze 
Age longhouse (building  1), a mould for a spectacle fibula, most likely from 
period V, was found together with a crucible in a sooty pit (Äijä et al. 1996; see 
Figure 7). The Tallboda house, located within a vast grave and settlement complex, 
is yet another example of the previously unrecognised link between casting and the 
Bronze Age longhouse; these examples are now beginning to form a pattern too 
strong to be ignored.

Figure 6: Plan and photo of house 5 at the Skuttunge settlement and a schematic representation 
of a spectacle fibula, indicating the artefact type interpreted to have been cast in the mould. 
(Plan reworked after Seiler & Östling (2008 fig. 79a). (Photo: Charlotta Helgesson).
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Like the contemporary bronze-working at Hallunda, these contexts demonstrate 
sophisticated production of elite-associated items, without the context exclusive 
crafting spaces. Instead, these conspicuous high-status insignia such as brooches, 
major female ceremonial regalia like belt domes and hanging vessels/belt boxes were 
crafted in arenas embedded within dwelling space. The situation in Skuttunge, 
Apalle and Tallboda furthermore indicate the casting equipment for artefact 
production could be rigged in various places – probably even by the fireplaces 
within longhouses. Although more archaeological evidence is needed in order to 
support this hypothesis, it is plausible from a technical point of view, as melting 
could easily be accomplished in a regular hearth with the aid of mobile bellows and 
a tuyère. These findings challenge ideas of specialised, permanent and customised 
crafting loci for the production of prestigious and socially valuable objects, as is 
presumed by the idea of ‘workshop production’.

Bronze casting as an integrated and multi-locational craft
It can thus be concluded that highly skilled Late Bronze Age metalworking of 
prestige goods took place in several different environments within the community. 
Cult houses and longhouse contexts of larger grave and settlement complexes have 
been given particular attention here. As these examples show, the term ‘workshop’ 
has proven problematic both because it tends to obscure specialised crafting in 
domestic or more temporary settings, such as longhouses, and because it fails to give 
justice to the casting sites in cult-house contexts like Hallunda. The accumulating 
evidence of metalworking from longhouse contexts in particular demonstrates the 
limitations of the commonly assumed characteristics of specialised, elite-motivated 
metalworking deriving from the notion of ‘workshops’. This also cautions us 
regarding how and where to draw the line between domestic and more specialised 
forms of craft production, and it reminds us that high-status, socio-politically 

Figure 7: Fragments of ceramic mould for spectacle fibula, probably dating to Bronze Age 
period V, found in close proximity to a longhouse within the grave and settlement complex at 
Tallboda. (Drawing: Anders Eide).
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significant crafting was also carried out in a ‘domestic’ setting. The sophisticated 
metalworking by the prominent cult house, as well as by the longhouses of Apalle, 
Skuttunge church, and Tallboda, also suggests that metalworking was carried 
out in central arenas within these grave and settlement contexts. It is difficult to 
evaluate how the visual access of the casting in these settings was manipulated. 
However, casting in such significant social arenas could indicate that castings 
could be manifest, maybe semi-public events within these communities.

Some observations also suggest that the crafting loci of bronze objects, including 
complex objects such as spectacle fibulas, should be seen as more flexible in nature 
than previously acknowledged. The evidence from the longhouses indicates casting 
within dwelling areas and represents arenas that probably hosted a wide range of 
other activities on a regular basis. It is thus likely that the facilities for crafting were 
not of a permanent character. The situation in Skuttunge, Apalle and Tallboda 
suggests that the flexibility to which technology of bronze melting easily lends 
itself – a fireplace with draft bellows and prefabricated equipment and moulds – 
was exploited to stage production in different settings, including the longhouses. 
Altogether, this suggests that the production of bronze objects could be carried 
out flexibly in different settings rather than in permanent workshops or specific 
enclosed workplaces. Looking at it from this angle, it resembles the modern practice 
of reconstructing ancient techniques on fairs and historical theme days where 
casting is staged in various locations in both indoor and outdoor environments. 
The technology involved in the process of casting would thus readily have lent 
itself to such multi-locality.

In order to fully acknowledge the flexibility and the deeply integrated character 
of this metalworking tradition in this period, I suggest that the ‘workshop’ concept 
should be avoided for these regions of southern Scandinavia. Using less prejudiced 
and culturally-laden terms, such as crafting loci and casting places, allows for more 
nuanced observations. The concept of ‘loci’ functions as a more open definition 
simply denoting “the place in which something is situated or occurs” (Oxford English 
Dictionary) without assigning it any specific characteristics. In contrast to ‘production 
loci’, previously suggested as a more neutral alternative by Cathy Lynne Costin (1991; 
2001: 296; applied in a Bronze Age context by Kuijpers 2008), ‘crafting loci’ opens 
for various steps of the production process to be located in various spaces, while 
production tends to translate to the full manufacturing process. Hence, a casting 
place could constitute one of several ‘crafting loci’ for the production of metalwork, 
itself involving several material chaînes opèratoires (see Figure 8).

The crafting loci for Late Bronze Age casting should rather be characterised 
as places hosting craft production than places defined by their craft activity. The 
creation of new bronze artefacts seems to have been truly integrated in different 
social domains, carried out alongside and in connection with a range of other 
activities. As indicated particularly through the well-preserved and extensively 
excavated settlement at Apalle, production of high-status metalwork was not carried 
out in permanent workshops. If such a permanent and repeatedly used facility 
existed there, it would most likely have been identified. Instead the distribution of 
metalworking debris indicates that bronze casting occurred at different areas within 
the settlement, and varied through time. For other reasons it is also difficult to 
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describe the cult house in Hallunda as a proper workshop. Although this building 
was of a permanent character and certainly hosted crafting repeatedly, the setting 
of the craft shows that the bronze working was part of a ceremonial arena with 
much wider connotations; crafted in the same environment as the handling and 
deposition of human remains and aspects of ritual drinking.

Insignia in the making: Late Bronze Age metalworking and 
social reproduction
So, what can these tendencies in spatial organisation tell us about the social roles 
of craft production in southern Scandinavia during the Late Bronze Age? If not in 
the form of attached workshops, how was elite-motivated production facilitated, 
and with what social significance? These key questions have to be addressed in 
relation to a broader discussion on socio-politics and the conditions of specialised 
crafting in so called middle-range societies; that is to say, in sedentary, hierarchical 
societies without the strong political centralisation seen in states, palatial regimes 
or chiefdoms. The previous discussion problematised current models on elite-
driven craft organisation in complex societies, arguing that they rely primarily 
on examples from centralised chiefdoms or state polities (e.g. Costin 2001: 
309; Spielmann 2002; Hruby and Flad 2007). From this discussion and the 
heterarchical approaches to craft production outlined above, new possibilities open 
up for understanding the evidence from prestige bronze production in southern 
Scandinavia. This section is devoted to these possibilities.

One of the most important clues for better understanding the specialised 
metalworking lies in the variation seen among Late Bronze Age crafting loci. 
Approaching these sites from a contextual angle has shown that casting of high-
status metalwork varies not only in location, but also in composition between 

Figure 8: Schematic illustration of crafting loci within the process of bronze artefact 
production with casting. Different components represent production stages and their potential 
relation to each other in time and space. (Illustration: Anna Sörman).
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locations. There is a differentiation in the types of objects cast in the various settings 
in south-eastern Sweden. In the Hallunda cult house, production of swords, spear 
heads, axe heads and neck rings could be traced through the debris. Interestingly, 
apart from the neck rings, none of these object types overlap with the major dress 
ornaments produced in Bronze Age longhouses. It thus appears as if the places 
where the metalworking occurred served different purposes and were focused on 
different types of prestigious objects. Due to the high fragmentation degree, it is 
impossible to absolutely verify that the sites did not originally host the same range 
of production, but the observations made so far definitely support this theory, 
justifying the formulation of a strong hypothesis. Working from this hypothesis 
that production in various arenas was also performed for various outcomes, what 
might the differentiation signify in terms of ‘production incentives’?

When it comes to the different crafting loci for weapons contra conspicuous 
ornaments, interesting parallels can be found in patterns of wetland depositions. The 
general differentiation in use and disposition between these object categories relates 
to the wetland categories of figurative representations and Early Bronze Age burial 
customs (e.g. Bodilsen 1986; Levy 1982; Gibbs 1998; Jensen 2002; Bergerbrant 
2007; Stig Sørensen 2013; Melheim 2015). In this context, the differentiation 
is suggested to mirror the fact that the objects were associated with various elite 
institutions and identities tied to different gender spheres (e.g. Kristiansen and 
Larsson 2005:298-308; Stig Sørensen 1987:100). Most prestige bronzes of the 
Late Bronze Age southern Scandinavia can thus be characterised as constituting a 
formalistic material universe with clear gender-bound lines between male and female 
(Stig Sørensen 1987; 1989: 72-73). Viewed in this way, the ‘production incentives’ 
– often attributed to the abstract market forces of ‘demand’ and ‘client/customer’ – 
could be extended to include motifs, events and intended users.

The manufacturing of exclusive and symbolic objects like the Bronze Age 
sword, as pointed out by Joakim Goldhahn and Terje Oestigaard (2008: 231), 
was most likely tied into a rite of passage that signified the new social position for 
the bearer of the weapon. The manufacturing of important ceremonial regalia of 
high-status female costume, such as the belt dome or conspicuous spectacle fibula 
carried by high-status females, could have had a similar function. Based on studies 
from Danish Early Bronze Age inhumation graves, objects such as weapons and 
belt ornaments were carried by some adults and adolescents from the age of 15 
(Bergerbrant 2007). Similarly, Marie Louise Stig Sørensen’s research on the Early 
Bronze Age female costumes in the Lüneburg area demonstrates how the female 
dress code followed general conventions, where bronze ornaments created a very 
visible categorisation of individuals changing at certain life-stages (Stig Sørensen 
1997). The use of the eye-catching attributes suggests that they functioned as 
identity markers, meant to be communicated widely within a community. This 
is equally applicable to the major insignia of the Late Bronze Age Scandinavia. As 
Sørensen (1997: 108) points out: “such public categorisations are likely to have been 
far reaching in terms of, for instance, social organisation and ritual organisation, but 
such consequences remain to be investigated.”
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Following this, if the production incentives of high-status insignia, such as 
large dress ornaments and weapons, were linked to new social personas of political 
significance, the production event was most likely motivated by the initiation of 
such individuals. Not only would this manufacturing event and the subsequent use 
of the object mark the entry into a new age role and responsibility, but just as with 
weapons and other exclusive and highly symbolic bronzes, it would signify social 
distinctions and authority. The crafting of such prestigious and socio-politically 
meaningful objects must have carried wider importance in the community, tying 
into transactions and displays of power: acts crucial in social reproduction. Seen in 
this light, the moulds for a belt dome and a sword, found in two distinctly different 
settings in Apalle and Hallunda, take on new meaning and could represent one of 
the ‘consequences’ implied by Sørensen. Most likely, these production events were 
linked to initiation rituals tied to puberty, inheritance or political achievement. 
Therefore, seen from the motivation and timing of production, the intended 
uses and bearers of the produced objects would have belonged to different social 
institutions, which could explain the spatial differentiation of the crafting.

Rather than a spatially exclusive production of elite prestige goods, we seem 
to be dealing with a craft employed more diversely within different elite domains. 
Consequently, the hierarchical model of craft organisation needs additional lateral 
levels to acknowledge the variation within elite-motivated production. This can be 
achieved through the concept of ‘heterarchy’, a concept developed as an alternative 
or complement to hierarchical models of social organisation. In relation to craft 
production it has been discussed foremost by archaeologists Robert Ehrenreich 
(1991; 1995) and Elizabeth DeMarrais (2013). Through examples from pre-
Hispanic Argentina, DeMarrais has demonstrated how artisans in heterarchical 
communities are more likely to work under diverse socio-political conditions and 
contexts than elite- or state-sponsored craftspeople in more hierarchical and strictly 
centralised settings. These conditions, she suggests, mirror their engagement in 
various social projects (DeMarrais 2013: 345). The diverse character of specialised 
craft production corresponds well to the observations made in south-eastern Sweden. 
Although bronze-working largely served elite needs, it was arranged in relation to 
several spheres of influence. While perhaps not exclusively dedicated to this task, 
the evidence suggests that crafting was performed as part of individuals’ initiations 
into different social institutions. An image of metalworking intertwined in various 
social strategies by a number of parties – male and female – emerges, with all of these 
parties exploiting diverse means of social control and legitimation (Levy 1995: 48).

The differences in craft production also highlight the problem with views of 
prestige goods as a unified and interchangeable category of wealth (Flad and Hruby 
2007: 9-11; Brück and Fontijn 2013). These prestigious items were intended for 
different users, with different potentials and effects. I propose that these differences 
were also mirrored and created through the act of their production. Taking this 
stance, my perspective aligns with that of Katherine Spielmann (2002: 202), 
arguing that the parameters of elite “attachment” need to be redefined for small-
scale societies. I have offered one such potential redefinition: that specialised and 
elite-motivated craft production served various purposes and was spatially located 
in relation to these purposes, rather than concentrated in a centralised, exclusive 
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space. This has been exemplified by the casting of spear heads among drinking 
rituals and funerary rituals at the Hallunda cult house, relating to the initiation of 
warriors, and the complex brooch casting taking place centrally in the Skuttunge 
dwelling, playing part in the inauguration of a female with a special standing 
in society. Connecting the integrated and variable crafting loci to heterarchical 
social relations has demonstrated that production events could, in fact, have been 
oriented toward their users rather than their producers, and that the crafting was 
performed within lived spaces rather than in exclusive ‘workshops’. Such user-
oriented production gives another answer to how metalworking was related to, 
and part of, the organisation of power. It points to a world where the making of 
objects was directly linked to the making of people. I believe that such perspectives 
are key to increased understanding of where and how craft could be arranged 
and socio-politically harnessed in hierarchical societies (see also Spielmann 2002; 
Carter 2007).

Summary and conclusions
In southern Scandinavia, bronze casting was performed in several spatial and social 
arenas, from cult houses to longhouses. Rather than being carried out in centralised 
and customised crafting places like workshops, metal production was deeply 
integrated into various settings and social arenas of Late Bronze Age life. Increasing 
evidence suggest that production of high-status objects, such as belt domes and 
spectacle fibulas, occasionally took place in or nearby Bronze Age longhouses. These 
findings challenge ideas of specialised, permanent and customised crafting loci for 
the production of prestigious and socially valuable objects, as is presumed by the 
idea of ‘workshop production’. Based on the evidence of how craft was performed 
at sites from south-eastern Sweden, it is argued that the notion of ‘workshops’ 
should be avoided in the context of Late Bronze Age southern Scandinavia. As 
suggested in this paper, the manufacturing of complex prestige items associated 
with high-status costume and ritual in the female versus the male sphere – swords 
and belt domes – was differentiated in space. This is interpreted as a prestige-
goods production organised along gender lines and arranged based on the social 
meaning of the product. This craft organisation can be characterised as embedded 
and user-oriented: directly linked to the clients or potential users, rather than 
to the specialised craftworker/s. Manufacturing events were integrated parts of 
various public or semi-public rituals – such as initiations, inaugurations or other 
life cycle ceremonies – which are mirrored in the various different crafting loci 
for objects tied to different socio-political roles. All this implies a bronze artefact 
production both differently and more actively exploited in the reproduction of 
social and political order than previously acknowledged.
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